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Course  Civil Engineering Academic year 2021/22 

Subject Roads and Pavements I ECTS 5 

Type of course Mandatory 

Year 2.º Semester 2.º Student Workload 

Professor (s) Specialist Manuel António Sobral Campos 

Jacinto 

Total 140 Contact 75 

Area disciplinary 

coordinator 

Prof. Doutor José Carlos Almeida 

 

 

1. LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

To provide students with the knowledge to prepare a road layout study, considering 

constraints, mainly topographical ones. The student is introduced to the fundamental 

components which make up the characterization of the road, namely the layout in plan, the 

launching of the longitudinal profil, the standard cross-section. Knowledge of the physical 

phenomena which influence the circulation of vehicles. The learning is complemented with 

the development of a practical study during which the layout standards employed in Portugal 

are applied. 

 

2. PROGRAMME 

Roads as communication routes 

Traffic Agents 

Traffic Studies 

Project Parameters 

Development of a Road Project 

Geometric Design of the Route 

Earth Movement 

Earthworks 

Road Drainage 
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3. COHERENCE BETWEEN PROGRAMME AND OBJECTIVES 

The student acquires knowledge through theoretical and practical lessons, by solving related 

problems and also by carrying out a particular study of a road layout with the application of 

road engineering knowledge. 

The contact between teacher-student is adequate, either during the classes or by the 

availability to solve doubts during the timetable defined for that purpose. 

The work will begin to be executed as soon as the basic knowledge is taught. 

 

4. MAIN BIBLIOGRAPHY 

- “Projeto de Estradas”, Moreira, C. 

- “Ingenieria de Carreteras”, Kraemer, C. 

- “Plano Rodoviários Nacional 2000”, IEP 

- Normas de Traçado da JAE e Legislação Diversa 

 

5. TEACHING METHODOLOGIES (INCLUDING EVALUATION) 

The program content is transmitted through theoretical and practical lessons, which expose 

the programmatic content. The subjects are consolidated through the resolution of related 

exercises. 

As a way of integrating the acquisition of content, the student performs a particular study of a 

road layout. 

Theoretical-practical test at the end of the semester, for 70% of the final mark. 

Practical work, with a weight of 30% in the final mark. 

The frequency tests, examination and appeal are composed of a theoretical part of 70% 

weight and a practical one of 30%. 

The practical work will be required in all three tests. 

 

6. COHERENCE BETWEEN TEACHING METHODOLOGIES AND OBJECTIVES 

The methodology used ensures that the assimilation of knowledge in the lecture classes is 

tested through the design of layout during the practical study, thus allowing the student to be 

confident that the subject has been sufficiently understood, and in case of improvement, the 
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parts that need to be revised. The teacher is given information on the overall performance of 

the class, allowing him/her to complement or better consolidate any less good parts. Visits to 

works in progress and dialogue with local technicians provide trainees with additional 

practical knowledge. 

 

7. ATTENDANCE 

Attendance is mandatory at 60% of the classes effectively given, for assessment by 

frequency. Students in special regime are not covered by this rule. 

 

Date:  

Subject Area Coordinator 

Civil Engineering 

__________________________ 

Teacher 

 

__________________________ 

 


